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ABSTRACT 

India is incredible as worldwide solar superpower with its remarkably aspiring goal of 176 GW 

installation of solar power panels by 2023. In future, India’s plan to bring sustainable, clean, 

climate-friendly electricity to millions of India’s people. India’s plans to virtually triple the 

share of renewable energy by 2030 will both transform the country’s energy supply and have 

far-reaching global implications in the fight against climate change. Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi particularly have a driving force behind these investments and commitment towards 

renewable solar energy. The world Bank Group will do all it can to help India meet its 

ambitious targets especially around scaling up solar energy. With around 300 days of sunshine 

every year, India has among the best conditions in the world to harness solar energy. The rapid 

expansion of solar power can improve the quality of life for millions of Indians, especially for 

its poorest citizens. It can also create thousands of jobs in the solar industry and under pin 

progress in all areas of development, helping the country fulfil its dream of becoming the 

“Emerging India : Solar Energy as Incredible Power” 
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INTRODUCTION 

India solar power territory has come of an age strikingly. India is incredible as worldwide solar 

superpower with its remarkably aspiring goal of 176 GW installation of solar power panels by 

2023. Solar power industry is dedicated to progress the ambitious goal with the country’s world 

wide responsibility for reducing its carbon footstep. Fundamentally solar power energy 

becomes more essential because energy consumption of energy safety, diminishing country’s 

compulsion on conventional gases and the main leading element of diminishing electricity’s 

tariffs/payments. 

India is auspicious to have sun ball power energy. India can locate solar power panels even 

only for 16% of its territory it can produce power/electricity for the world wide web. India is 

dedicated to not to utilize crude oil in next 28 years. In 2029 Indians will utilize only electrical 

items for house hold and vehicle purpose. India is blessed with the abundant of solar energy 

power in day to day work life. India will be a very great economy in forthcoming years due to 

emergence of solar power energy utilizing. The Emerging Global Solar Super power energy 

gives environmental friendly goods for utilizing the electricity in daily life. India’s goal would 

be total emission free society by 2029. The ultimate aim of it will be coming from solar i.e. 

about 35%, 14% by hydroelectricity, 9% from wind energy, 4% by bio mass 19% by atomic 

energy and 9% by natural gas. It would definitely be a very great step towards the population 

free world wide web, this various type of renewable energy project may help decrease the 

carbon emissions. 

The Government of India has a very auspicious though achievable goal of deployment of 174 

GW (gigawatt) of renewable energy source by 2023. Out of 174 GW (gigawatt) of renewable 

energy source, 100 GW(gigawatt) of installed capacity will be met by solar energy source. This 

is definitely one step forward towards Emerging India Global Solar Superpower an incredible 

power. 

Therefore, the government’s has promoted potential renewable energy sources by various 

policies and strategies, the Indian solar energy sector is on a “nowise before build-up route”. 

The government of India has also brought forth steps to initiate such as solar energy subsidies, 

low interest rate, solar grants panels, readily available solar energy loan, and skill of doing 

solar business along with other supportive mechanism in order to help the country’s journey 

towards Emerging India Global Solar Superpower an incredible power. 
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Government of India through its massive range of initiatives and projects shows a obvious 

indication of country’s perseverance towards emerging global economy as one of the largest 

renewable energy producer in the world web. “Hulking and effective strength has been building 

up in the solar power sector, as India walks towards its main aim and goal of becoming global 

solar power energy hub through its continuous and rapidz revolution process. 

China ranks first among the leading nations having utmost installed solar power volume of 

around 130-140 GW(gigawatt), but India’s solar power sector is not far behind and it will be 

the most rapidly growing industry in the world in years to come. This current scenario will be 

totally different for five to six years down the line, when India can be seen among the top four 

nations in terms of implementation of chief solar operation. 

Even though the phenomenon that India’s installed capacities in terms of solar panels would 

be maximum in the world web in years to come, but let us not fail to recall that its energy 

demand for day to day life will also grow rapidly among the major economies. In trickle of 

ways, India’s role in global energy will be far overhead that those of emerging nations. India 

will growingly become a energy surplus nation and would lead the world web in renewable 

energy sector in years to come. Establishment of International Solar Alliance in India itself is 

evident of its aim of Emerging India Global Solar Superpower an incredible power. 

The Government of India force toward solar energy consumption will make India the second- 

largest market for solar installation panels and various accessories over the next three to four 

years, therefore to estimates made by different financial institutions and rating agencies. This 

is where Emerging India Global Solar Superpower an incredible power and World Bank is 

avowing for it. India is lucky blessed and enriched with more than 315 days of sunshine a year, 

therefore availability of sunlight of India is in copiousness. The world bank stated “ India is 

outstanding towards becoming a Emerging India Global Solar Superpower an incredible 

power. 
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FUNTURE SOLAR ENERGY 

 
With 299 obvious bright days, over a lot perennial rivers and a coastline of more than 7,499 

KMs, India as long as the age of ancient, had fulfilled the significance of the sun and different 

sources of renewable energy sources and the solar power they command for the advantage of 

its general public. 

 

 

India’s first prime Minster, Shri Jawahar Lal Nehru while pioneering the Bhakra Nangal Dam 

in post independence period having a prospective to generate 1499 MW of power, 

characterized it as the “New Temple of Resurgent India” Even though, except hydro power the 

different two abundant energy resources – wind and solar dwelled untapped in the last 69 years 

mainly due to lack of policy-making will and impracticality of relevant technologies. 

This reality is not hidden from any 

 
person that India is the world’s third-largest carbon emitter with its population of 1.2 billion 

people with power sector contributing major part to the identical. But in the modern years, 

India has made significant strides in the renewable energy space. The climate change deal with 

over the world has further propelled the Government and Decision Makers to develop a detailed 

blue print for spotless and supportable power for all. 

The foremost responsibilities to the paris climate Accord, India current scenarios to reduce its 

carbon emission intensity – emission per unit of Gross Domestic Product – by 33-35% form 

2004 level over 16 years. It is functioning towards producing abundant 39% of its installed 
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electricity capacity by 2029 from non-fossil fuels. This would lead to a importance shift from 

coal based power sector generation to renewable energy sources. To achieve these challenging 

statistics, it can produce 99 gigawatt from biomass and 4 gigawatt from small hydropower by 

2021. 

This seems quite an skyward task as the renewable energy sources for the enhancement in India 

is flat in its renewable energy development in India is still in its potential stage. According to 

the Ministry of power, Government of India, India’s energy mix is capricious steadily with 

fossil fuels gathering 83% of demand; Coal surviving the commanding fuel with a 56.8% share 

of total production in 2019. Hence, there is also a fragment lining behind the dark cloud, with 

the accord of coal in the energy mix projected to fall to 49% by 2039, while the share of 

renewable rises significantly. Renewables will overtake gas and then oil by 2021 as the second 

largest sources of energy fabrication in India. 

The International Energy Agency’s (IEA) Renewables Energy Sources Report, Solar and wind 

perform 89% of the country’s capacity growth, which is the outcome of actions for contracts 

to develop power period dimensions that have provided as long as some of the world’s lowest 

prices for both renewable technologies. The country, which currently has low conventional 

energy resources in analysing to the energy needs of the huge population and the promptly 

growing economy, can encourage the enormous potential of solar energy. Under the 

governance of Prime Minister Narendra Modi India is motivated towards the development of 

renewable energy infrastructure. The 174 GW target for 2021 and the formation of ISA 

(International Solar Alliance) led by India and France is another example of the carbon-copy. 

Aside from solar the country is also exploring hydro power potential in the north-eastern states 

which are an dwelling to the hydro power opportunities. 

Thus the above mentioned, changes in the energy blend will likewise ride upon inventive 

advancements, developing energy request, solid wind and solar oriented assets, strategy 

backing, and developing speculations et al and will guarantee smart, dependable, perfect and 

moderate energy to over a billion people with a energy utilization development of 3.1% p,a., 

quicker than every single significant economy on the planet, surpassing china as the biggest 

development showcase for sustainable renewable source by the late 2020s. 

With the correct interests in such green advances, India is all around situated to accomplish 

this. This is noteworthy given India's expanding electricity demand and the industrious flexibly 

request hole alongside the mid year deficiencies and blackouts, the interest towards cleaner 
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energy sources will have a vital job in empowering the nation's progress a completely 

reasonable energy framework. Guaranteeing those ventures secure the essential financing to 

empower that advancement, be that as it may, stays a test, with a huge extent of Southeast 

Asian Projects thought about unbankable. The bankability of sustainable power source ventures 

has consistently been an issue attributable to off taker's powerlessness to assimilate force and 

pay for it. 

Among the different improvements that have occurred in the sun powered and wind power 

fragments this year, the ones that would have a drawn out effect on the force division remember 

offering for the breeze portion, which would imply that utilities would not scout for wind 

destinations and pick wind turbine providers through serious measures. Another indispensable 

strand is the administration would delicate 20,001MW of sun oriented limit, which would 

maybe be the biggest square of ability to be actioned in a solitary tranche just because all 

around. The administration's solid determination to increased quality measures for imported 

sun oriented photovoltaic (PV) modules, upheld through examinations will additionally help 

acquires get more than 24 years of module life. This mirrors a national promise to efficient 

power vitality and shows how the nation is quick progressing towards an inexhaustible centered 

economy facilitating sustainable limit develop and evacuating the challenges being 

experienced by designers and producers difficulties being encountered by developers and 

manufacturers. 

The future allure sunny as nearly 292 world level and domestic level companies have dedicated 

to produce 267 GW of solar, wind, and biomass located electricity in India over the next 10 

years. The enterprise would entail an investment in solar power project. The international 

Finance corporation, the investment arm of the world bank Group, is planning to invest about 

billions by 2023 in several sustainable and renewable energy programmes in India. 
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The Indian electricity/power sector has an investment possible in various solar energy project 

over the next nine to ten years, which indicates huge opportunities in power, generation, 

distribution, transmission and equipment. When there is plenty of capacity chasing the 

opportunities in the renewable energy sector, there are several risks that need to be kept in view 

including counterplay risks both in terms of developers and procurers. 

The great news is renewable energy storage source system market in India is anticipated to 

witness durable growth, over the next 10 years, once the cost of storage declines, which is 

likely to happen since of the sharp volume growth through the electric vehicle route. However, 

the success will only be possible when the FAME 2 will meet its wanted goal and objectives. 

India’s leading renewable energy source players with a gross generation capacity of 3,211 

MW through clean, green non-fossil sources, committed to transform the sector in sync with 

the government’s vision of promoting renewable energy building a total capacity of 20,001 

MW by 2024, of which 24-32 per cent would be based on non-fossil fuel. The demand of the 

hour is addressing the bankability of renewable energy projects which has always been an issue 

in India, owing to off-takers’ inability to absorb power and pay for it. 

CONCLUSION 

 
India has got the ability to generate over 1,900 billion units of solar power annually which is 

equal to the entire annual power demand till 2030. The future of India depends o achieving the 

ambitious solar power generation target of 100 GW by 2022. The future of solar power is 

incredible in India. The sun emits enough power on to Earth each second to satisfy the entire 

human energy demand for over two hours. The very buzz word of “Green Energy” is drawing 

people, especially youth. The upcoming entrepreneurs and businessman are seeking Green 

Buildings, Solar roof top houses etc., The potential market and new entrepreneurs are working 

in the area of green energy. 
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